
Macroeconomic fluctuations and continuously changing 
market conditions drive the need to review and improve 
the Supply Chain performance in order to remain 

competitive. CGI applies deep industry knowledge, technical 
excellence and global delivery expertise to help customers 
build leadership positions in their markets.
 
CGI SCM supports companies in change management. Our service portfolio offers 
best practice to support the full change cycle, from feasibility study to continuous 
improvement initiatives in the changed operations environment. CGI has extensive 
knowledge and experience and can support you in successful change. With our 
expertise, you can achieve the following:

• Decrease transport and warehousing cost

• Increase reliability - perfect order fulfilment
• Increase responsiveness - increase the speed at which a supply chain  

provides products to customers
• Increase asset efficiency - more output from assets by optimizing inbound  

and outbound flow
• Reduce stock levels - optimizing the different types of supply chains
• Increase agility - increase the capability responding to marketplace changes
• Reduce emissions - by optimizing and increasing transport and  

warehousing utilization

The CGI SCM proposition focuses on the clients’ pain points to generate maximum 
value. We create a road-map from current situation through the selected potential 
improvements. It is possible to adapt our proposition in different parts of the Supply 
Chain and the scope can vary from basic awareness of improvement areas to a full 
scale solid realization plan for capturing business improvement opportunities.

When you have CGI as a long term partner, we can supply an end-to-end service, 
from business consultancy to technology selection and systems support,effectively 
combining CGI’s business process knowledge and IT skills.

MORE INFORMATION
Would you like to know more about Supply Chain Management at CGI Business 
Consulting? Please contact:

Peter Norstedt
+46 8 670 20 00
peter.norstedt@cgi.com
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ABOUT CGI

Founded in 1976, CGI Group Inc. is the fifth 
largest independent information technology 
and business process services firm in the 
world. With approximately 68,000 mem-
bers located in offices and global delivery 
centers in the Americas, Europe and Asia 
Pacific, CGI offers a comprehensive port-
folio of services including high-end business 
and IT consulting, systems integration, 
application development and maintenance, 
infrastructure management as well as a 
wide range of proprietary solutions. Further 
to the recent acquisition of Logica, CGI’s 
annualized revenue is in excess of C$10 
billion, with an estimated order backlog of 
approximately C$18.7 billion; its shares are 
listed on the TSX (GIB.A) and the NYSE 
(GIB) and are included in the FTSE4Good 
Index. Website: www.cgi.com


